Tumor lysis syndrome (TLS) is a potentially deadly complication of tumors or their treatment. This syndrome consists of a constellation of laboratory findings such as hyperuricemia, hyperkalemia, hyperphosphatemia, and hypocalcemia, known as laboratory TLS. When clinical complications such as seizures, acute renal failure, and cardiac dysrhythmias occur in patients with laboratory TLS, the syndrome is called clinical TLS. TLS is especially common in patients with hematological malignancies with rapid cellular turnover rates such as acute lymphocytic leukemia and Burkitt lymphoma, but is very rare in patients with solid tumors. Nevertheless, there are multiple reports in the literature on the occurrence of TLS in patients with solid tumors. In this review article, we summarize the current data on the occurrence of TLS in patients with solid tumors. We propose an algorithm of risk stratification and prevention of TLS in patients with solid cancers.
Introduction
Malignant neoplasms comprise a heterogeneous group of disorders in which aberrant or erratic cellular proliferation leads to profound derangements in organism well-being. Malignant tumors vary in pathophysiology and genetics, clinical presentation, diagnosis, treatment and prognosis. More importantly, cancer was found to be the second leading cause of death among United States residents in 2011 by Centers for Disease Control and Prevention. 1 Therefore, given the high prevalence of malignant neoplasms it is essential that health care providers are aware of the major complications of cancer itself and/or its treatment.
Tumor lysis syndrome (TLS) is one of the major oncological emergencies. TLS comprises a clinico-laboratory derangement of cellular metabolism which can lead to acute renal impairment, cardiac rhythm disturbances, seizures and death. 2 Cellular death mediated by cancer therapy (chemotherapy or other pharmacological antitumor intervention or radiation therapy) or spontaneous cellular death in rapidly dividing tumors (which is known as spontaneous TLS) leads to efflux of cellular material that is rich in potassium, phosphorus, and uric acid. On the other hand, serum calcium is typically decreased in patients with TLS because of binding to phosphorus. This in turn can lead to acute impairment of renal function, cardiac arrhythmogenicity, central nervous system toxicity, and eventually death. The most widely used diagnostic criteria were proposed by Cairo and Bishop in 2004 . 2 According to their classification, TLS can be defined as laboratory TLS, when TLS is clinically silent, as well as clinical TLS, when laboratory evidence of TLS is complicated by clinical manifestations such as arrhythmias, renal insult, seizures and ultimately death. The diagnostic criteria proposed by Cairo and Bishop are presented in Tables 1  and 2 . It is important to mention that laboratory TLS is defined as the presence of at least two or more biochemical variables within 3 days before chemotherapy or 7 days after chemotherapy in the face of adequate hydration and use of uric acid lowering agent. Clinical TLS is defined as the presence of at least one clinical criterion that is not believed to be attributable to chemotherapy agent. 2 However, this definition is not perfect since radiation therapy may lead to TLS and TLS can occur spontaneously in rapidly proliferating and bulky malignancies.
Certain tumor and patient characteristics can be used to predict the risk of future TLS. Examples, of predisposing factors include highly proliferating and bulky malignancies, sensitivity to chemotherapy, baseline renal dysfunction (like the presence of diabetes mellitus, hypertension, congestive heart failure etc.), exposure to nephrotoxic substances (like non-steroidal anti-inflammatory agents, certain antihypertensive medications, etc.), decreased oral intake and baseline elevations in uric acid and phosphorus. 2, 3 It is well known that rapidly proliferating hematological malignancies comprise the vast majority of TLS cases. For example, tumors such as Burkitt leukemia, advanced Burkitt lymphoma, advanced diffuse large B cell lymphoma, acute myelogenous leukemia and acute lymphocytic leukemia carry a high risk for the development of TLS. [2] [3] [4] The common medical principle that prevention is always better than treatment is also relevant in TLS. Stratifying cancer patients based on the risk of TLS is essential in TLS prevention. Vigorous hydration and use of uric acid lowering agent are the mainstay of management. Patients at low risk for TLS can be managed with allopurinol, but patients at high risk for TLS should be managed with rasburicase (after excluding deficiency glucose-6 phosphate dehydrogenase since this medication can lead to severe hemolysis in such patients). Patients at intermediate risk for TLS can be managed with either allopurinol or rasburicase.
Patients with clinically established TLS should be managed with aggressive hydration, rasburicase, and hemodialysis in advanced cases. [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] Comprehensive discussion of TLS pathophysiology, clinical presentation and management is outside the scope of this manuscript. The interested reader is referred to well written review articles on this topic. [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] As noted above hematological malignancies comprise the vast majority of TLS which is believed to be secondary to sensitivity to treatment and rapid proliferative rates. Nevertheless, TLS can occur in patients with solid cancers as a result of therapy or even spontaneously. We will review the current literature on TLS in patients with solid tumors. The search strategy is presented below. First, we will review reported cases of TLS in patients with pulmonary malignancies. Second, TLS in patients with malignant breast lesions will be discussed. Third, the literature on TLS in patients with gynecological cancers will be reviewed. Fourth, we will review the data on TLS in patients with gastrointestinal cancers. Fifth, we will discuss the literature on TLS in patients with neurological malignancies. Sixth, cases of TLS in patients with sarcomas will be discussed. In a final section we will review the literature on miscellaneous solid tumors.
[ 
Tumor lysis syndrome in lung cancers
Lung cancer is among the most common cancers worldwide. More specifically, according to the American Cancer Society lung cancer holds the second place in terms of prevalence in both sexes and first place in terms of mortality. 8 It is estimated that 116,000 new cases of lung cancer will be diagnosed in the USA and there will be 108,210 deaths due to lung cancer in 2014. 8 Histological diagnosis is of essential importance, since treatment and prognosis vary tremendously. 9 In particular, lung carcinomas comprise the vast majority of cases and are typically divided into small cell lung cancer (SCLC) and non-small cell lung cancer (NSCLC). 9 NSCLC is further subdivided into adenocarcinoma, squamous cell carcinoma, and large cell carcinoma. Among carcinomas, adenocarcinoma has the highest prevalence, followed by squamous cell carcinoma, SCLC, and large cell carcinoma, respectively. 9 Other types of lung cancer have a much lower prevalence and include neuroendocrine tumors other than SCLC (such as carcinoid tumor), mesothelioma, sarcomatoid lung carcinoma, pulmonary lymphoma and others. 9 Issues pertinent to disease manifestations, diagnosis and treatment are beyond the scope of this manuscript and can be easily found elsewhere. We will discuss the occurrence of TLS in patients with NSCLC and SCLC in separate sections.
Tumor lysis syndrome in non-small cell lung cancer Eight cases were found in the literature search described above. [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] The age of the patients ranged from 38 to 74 years with the mean age being 58.6 years. Seven of the reported patients were males. All of the reported patients had some form of smoking history: one patient had a history of pipe smoking, 11 while others had a history of cigarette smoking. It is important to note that all of the reported patients had evidence of metastatic disease. Five patients had adenocarcinoma, 10, 11, 13, 14, 17 two patients had squamous cell carcinoma, 15, 16 and one patient had evidence of mixed NSCLC and SCLC. 12 Five patients developed TLS secondary to chemotherapy. 10, [12] [13] [14] 17 It is interesting to note that one case report attributed TLS to zoledronic acid, which was used to manage hypercalcemia of malignancy. 13 The authors attributed this association to possible antitumor properties of zoledronic acid. 13 Two patients developed spontaneous TLS (adenocarcinoma and squamous cell carcinoma respectively), 11, 16 and one patient developed TLS secondary to radiation therapy (squamous cell carcinoma). 15 It was noted that some patients had pretreatment elevation of lactate dehydrogenase (LDH). 10, 11 However, other reports did not provide data on baseline LDH and other laboratory parameters. One case report had baseline pretreatment elevation of potassium and uric acid. 17 However, potassium elevation in that case was mild (5.5 mEq/L) and did not meet the diagnostic criterion for TLS.
Nevertheless, it is reasonable to conclude that patients with NSCLC at high risk for TLS should have evidence of advanced metastatic disease. Most of the reports had evidence of liver involvement. However, whether this has something to do with TLS pathogenesis or the liver is simply a common site for metastatic spread is unclear. LDH as well as other laboratory variables such as potassium, uric acid, and phosphorus may be of use in assessing the risk of TLS in patients with advanced lung cancer.
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In conclusion, it is reasonable to consider the possibility of impending TLS in patients with advanced metastatic NSCLC and the elevated laboratory variables mentioned above. Whether TLS prevention in such cases will be beneficial is unknown and should be decided on a case by case basis. A summary of TLS cases in patients with NSCLC is presented in Supplementary Table 1 .
Tumor lysis syndrome in patients with small cell lung cancer
Thirteen cases of TLS were found in the literature search described above. [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] One case was in the form of an abstract. 23 In addition, one case of mixed SCLC and NSCLC has already been described above. 12 It is important to keep in mind that SCLC lies behind adenocarcinoma and squamous cell carcinoma in terms of prevalence, but has a higher number of reported cases of TLS. This can be attributed to random reporting of cases (some cases of NSCLC might not be reported) or it can be explained by the fact that SCLC is known to be a chemosensitive malignancy, with resultant massive cell death after chemotherapy commencement. 8 The age of the patients ranged from 52 to 78 years with the mean age being 67.3 years, which is similar to the mean age for SCLC. 9 Thus, patients with TLS secondary to SCLC tend to be older than patients with NSCLC (please see above). Seven of the reported cases were females. 18, 22, [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] Most of the patients had evidence of metastatic disease, except one case of a 70 year old female who had limited stage SCLC. 30 Most of the cases were attributable to chemotherapy, except two cases of spontaneous TLS. 28, 29 Padhi and Singh incorrectly mentioned that their case was the first reported case of spontaneous TLS among patients with SCLC. 29 Spontaneous TLS was first officially reported by a group from our institution in 2011. 28 It is important to mention that most of the patients with SCLC who developed TLS had baseline elevation of LDH and other biochemical variables such as uric acid, potassium, creatinine and phosphorus.
Therefore, it is reasonable to consider the possibility of TLS in patients with SCLC (particularly metastatic). Clinicians might consider assessing baseline levels of LDH, uric acid and phosphorus in addition to common biochemical laboratory tests to stratify the risk of TLS. Clinicians should assess each case individually and if deemed necessary administer prophylactic treatment against TLS. A summary of TLS cases in patients with SCLC is presented in Supplementary Table 2 .
Tumor lysis syndrome in breast cancers
Breast cancer is the most common cancer in women and the second leading cancer related cause of death among females. 8 Various histological types of breast adenocarcinoma exist. 31 Despite its rarity it is important to remember that breast cancer can occur in men. 32 A detailed discussion of breast cancer is outside the scope of this manuscript and can be easily found elsewhere. Below we will review the scientific literature on TLS in patients with breast cancer.
Twelve published reports consisting of 13 cases of TLS in patients with breast cancer were identified using the search methodology described above. 27, [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] [42] [43] All patients had metastatic breast adenocarcinomas. One case of TLS was associated with prior radiation therapy and treatment with hydrocortisone, 39 while the others were clearly associated with chemotherapy or hormonal therapy. However, one patient had evidence of laboratory TLS prior to initiation of chemotherapy. 37 The age of the patients ranged from 31 years to 94 years with the mean age being 54.1 years.
Most of the patients had baseline elevation in LDH and some had baseline increase of uric acid. A summary of reported cases of TLS in patients with breast cancer is presented in Supplementary Table 3 .
Tumor lysis syndrome in gynecological cancers
Gynecological cancers can be divided into vulvar and vaginal cancers, cervical cancer, uterine cancer, gestational trophoblastic neoplasia, ovarian cancer, fallopian and peritoneal carcinomas. 44 A more detailed discussion on clinical aspects pertaining to gynecological cancers is outside the scope of this manuscript and can be found elsewhere.
Ten published reports of TLS cases in patients with gynecological cancer were identified using the search methodology described above. [45] [46] [47] [48] [49] [50] [51] [52] [53] [54] [55] Six cases of ovarian cancer complicated with TLS were found. [45] [46] [47] [48] [49] [50] However, one case was excluded because it was found to be ovarian Burkitt lymphoma, 49 which is known to pose a very high intrinsic risk for TLS. 4 All the included ovarian cancer represented epithelial adenocarcinomas. The age at diagnosis varied from 47 years to 63 years, with the mean age being 56.25 years. All of the cases of TLS were associated with chemotherapy. TLS developed as early as 2 days 46 to as long as 2 weeks after initiation of chemotherapy. 46 Two published reports did not have baseline laboratory values, 46 ,49 one case had baseline mild elevation of LDH, 45 and baseline laboratory values in one case were within normal limits. 47 Two cases of vulvar carcinoma were found. 50, 51 Two cases of uterine cancer were identified with one being recurrent endometrial adenocarcinoma and the second being uterine leiomyosarcoma. 53 We decided to include uterine leiomyosarcoma in this section because of its location. It is important to note that most reports did not include baseline laboratory parameters for their patient. Some reports did mention elevation of baseline creatinine and uric acid were elevated, 54 as well as baseline phosphorus 52 and LDH. 45, 54 A case of uterine leiomyosarcoma was complicated by the presence of obstructive uropathy, which might increase the risk for TLS. 53 One case of gestational trophoblastic neoplasia was noted. 54 All of the TLS cases were chemotherapy induced. Baseline elevation of LDH and likely potassium, phosphorus, creatinine, and uric acid is suggestive of increased risk for TLS. It is important to consider preventive measures such as hydration and urate lowering therapy in patients with advanced gynecological cancers. A summary of reported cases of TLS in patients with gynecological cancers is presented in Supplementary Table 4 .
Tumor lysis syndrome in genitourinary and urological cancers
This section includes cancers originating from the genitourinary system including testicular tumors in men. For greater coverage on general topics related to these cancers, the reader is referred to a good review source. 44 Thirteen published manuscripts were identified using the search methodology described above. 35, [56] [57] [58] [59] [60] [61] [62] [63] [64] [65] [66] [67] [68] [69] One report described two patients and another three patients, 62,63 making the total number of patients sixteen. Among those found, there were five cases of prostate adenocarcinoma. [56] [57] [58] [59] [60] The age of the affected patients ranged from 60 to 80 years old with the mean age being 66.1 years. All of patients with the prostate cancer had evidence of metastatic disease and four of them had hormone refractory cancer. [57] [58] [59] One published case did not include baseline laboratory values, 59 whereas the others reported baseline elevated levels of LDH, 56,57,60 uric acid, [56] [57] [58] and creatinine. 58, 60 Four of the TLS cases in patients with prostate cancer occurred after the administration either a chemotherapy or hormonal therapy. One patient developed TLS after the initiation of radiation therapy for bone metastasis. 60 TLS in testicular cancers and extratesticular cancers are reviewed together. We identified five published reports, 35 ing three patients and another two patients, 62, 63 making the total number of patients eight. There were five cases of seminoma, 35, [61] [62] [63] with one being of extratesticular origin. 61 All but one of the seminoma cases were metastatic. 35 The other tumors reported comprised metastatic extratesticular choriocarcinoma, 61 metastatic testicular germ cell tumor and metastatic testicular non seminomatous tumor. 63 There were three cases of spontaneous TLS all of which were seminoma. 62, 64 The others, had evidence of elevated LDH, 35, 61, 63 creatinine, 35, 61 and uric acid. 35 The age ranged from 22 to 58 years with the mean age being 39.75 years. Nevertheless, it is important to note that Kattan et al. failed to demonstrate the occurrence of TLS among 46 patients with germ cell tumors. 65 There were four cases of renal cancers associated with the development of TLS. [66] [67] [68] [69] All of the renal cancers were metastatic. Two out of four patients were females. 66,67 On a histological level there were two cases of clear cell carcinoma, 67, 68 one case of transitional cell carcinoma and one case of chromophobe cancer. 66, 69 It is important to note that some reports did not include the whole spectrum of baseline laboratory values pertinent to TLS. Nevertheless, two patients had elevated baseline levels of creatinine, 66, 69 one patient had baseline increase in uric acid and one had elevated baseline levels of LDH. 66, 67 All of the TLS cases occurred after the administration of chemotherapy. A summary of reported cases of TLS in patients with genitourinary cancers is presented in Supplementary Table 5 .
Tumor lysis syndrome in patients with gastrointestinal cancers
Gastrointestinal malignancies include cancers originating from the esophagus, stomach, intestines, liver, gallbladder and biliary tree and pancreatic cancer. We will separately review the association between TLS and hepatic cancers, colorectal cancers and finally stomach and miscellaneous gastrointestinal tumors.
Tumor lysis syndrome in patients with hepatic malignancies
We identified 15 published reports on the association between liver cancers and TLS. [69] [70] [71] [72] [73] [74] [75] [76] [77] [78] [79] [80] [81] [82] [83] [84] Two reports described two patients, 70, 77 making the total number of reported patients 17. There were two pediatric cases of hepatoblastoma (female and male children aged 7 months) associated with the development of TLS. 69, 78 One patient with hepatoblastoma had baseline elevation of uric acid. 69 TLS developed during surgery in one patient, despite their being on allopurinol, 69 and the second patient with hepatoblastoma developed TLS 4 days after the initiation of chemotherapy. 78 Fifteen other cases consisted of hepatocellular carcinoma. [70] [71] [72] [73] [74] [75] [76] [77] [79] [80] [81] [82] [83] Most of the patients were males; there were two females. 77, 80 The age ranged from 33 to 79 years, with the mean age being 59.66 years. Baseline elevation of LDH, 73, 74, 79 potassium, 74 uric acid, 75 and creatinine, 73, 80 was noted. Other pertinent laboratory values were either normal or not reported.
Five cases of TLS occurred after transarterial chemoembolization of hepatocellular carcinoma. 74, 75, 77, 81 TLS developed within 48 hours in these patients. One case of TLS occurred within 48 hours after radiofrequency ablation. 72 One case of TLS occurred after chemotherapy and coil embolization, another occurred after only coil embolization, 70 and one occurred after chemoembolization. 81 Chemotherapy-related cases of TLS comprised seven patients. 73, 76, [78] [79] [80] 82, 83 TLS occurrence ranged from 4 days 78 after chemotherapy to 30 days after sorafenib initiation. 76 Spontaneous TLS occurred in one patient with hepatocellular cancer. 71 A summary of reported cases of TLS in patients with hepatic cancers is presented in Supplementary Table 6 .
Tumor lysis syndrome in patients with colorectal cancers
We identified seven published cases of TLS among patients with colorectal malignancies using the search algorithm described above. 72, [85] [86] [87] [88] [89] [90] Five cases consisted of metastatic colon adenocarcinoma, 85, [88] [89] [90] one case of metastatic rectal adenocarcinoma and one case of metastatic small cell cancer of the colon. 86, 87 Four patients were females. 72, [85] [86] [87] The age ranged from 38 to 82 years with the mean age being 57.57 years.
Some patients had baseline elevation of LDH, 85, [87] [88] [89] potassium, 85 phosphorus, 85 uric acid, 85, 89 and creatinine. 89 It is important to note that these baseline laboratory abnormalities were not high enough to meet the criteria for laboratory TLS (Table 1) . It is also important to note that some reports did not provide any baseline laboratory values and some provided only a few. There was one case of spontaneous TLS. 72 All other cases were clearly associated with chemotherapy. However, one patient underwent pelvic radiation and then chemotherapy. 85 TLS occurred from as early as 18 hours after therapy to up to 8 days after initiation of chemotherapy. A summary of reported cases of TLS in patients with colorectal cancers is presented in Supplementary Table 7 .
Tumor lysis syndrome in patients with gastric malignancies, gastrointestinal stromal tumors and other gastrointestinal cancers
We identified seven published cases of TLS among patients with gastric, gastrointestinal and miscellaneous gastrointestinal malignancies using the search algorithm described above. [91] [92] [93] [94] [95] [96] Four cases among those were metastatic gastric adenocarcinomas. 91, [94] [95] [96] All of these patients were males. The age ranged from 36 to 69 years with the mean age being 50 years. It is important to mention that some patients had elevated baseline levels of LDH, [94] [95] [96] and uric acid. 94 There was one case of spontaneous TLS, 91 and three cases of chemotherapy associated TLS. [94] [95] [96] TLS presentation ranged from 3 to 7 days after the initiation of chemotherapy.
Two cases of metastatic gastrointestinal stromal tumors complicated by TLS were reported. 92, 93 One patient was 56 year old male, 92 and second was 81 year old male. 93 One patient had mild baseline elevation of creatinine and potassium. 93 TLS occurrence ranged from 2 days to 1 week of after the initiation of chemotherapy.
One case of metastatic pancreatic cancer complicated by TLS was reported in a 40 year old male. 97 This patient had baseline elevation of potassium, phosphorus and LDH, however, the elevation was not high enough to meet the criteria for laboratory TLS. The patient developed TLS 2 days after the initiation of chemotherapy.
A summary of reported cases of TLS in patients with gastric malignancies, gastrointestinal stromal tumors and miscellaneous gastrointestinal tumors is presented in Supplementary Table 8 .
Tumor lysis syndrome in patients with neurological malignancies
We identified four published case reports of TLS among patients with neurological malignancies using the search algorithm described above. [98] [99] [100] [101] One case reported four patients, 99 making the total number of patients seven.
There were two cases of metastatic medulloblastoma associated with the development of TLS. 98, 101 One patient was a 34 year old female, 98 and the second was a 23 year old male. 101 One patient had baseline elevation of LDH, 98 and borderline creatinine, whereas the second had elevated LDH alone. 101 One patient was treated with radiation, dexamethasone and vincristine. 98 TLS developed 4 days after receiving radiation. The second patient was treated with cisplatin and etoposide. 101 TLS developed 2 days after initiation of chemotherapy.
Five other cases of TLS were reported in patients with metastatic neuroblastoma. 99, 100 Four of the patients were females and one male. The age ranged from 2 day old to 22 months. One patient was noted to have elevated LDH at baseline. 100 There were two cases of chemotherapy and radiation induced TLS, two cases of chemotherapy induced TLS, 99, 100 and one case of radiation induced TLS. 99 However, one patient had evidence of laboratory TLS prior to initiation of radiation and chemotherapy according to authors (no actual laboratory values were provided). 99 The timing of the development of TLS ranged from during the therapy to 1 week after the initiation of chemotherapy.
A summary of reported cases of TLS in patients with neurological malignancies is presented in Supplementary Table 9 .
Tumor lysis syndrome in patients with skin cancers
We identified nine published cases of TLS among patients with skin malignancies using the search algorithm described above. [102] [103] [104] [105] [106] [107] [108] [109] [110] Two cases consisted of metastatic Merkel cell carcinoma, 102, 110 while others were metastatic melanoma. One patient with Merkel cell carcinoma was a 65 year old female with baseline elevation of LDH, mild elevation of creatinine (there was evidence of hydronephrosis) and uric acid. The patient was hydrated in conjunction with chemotherapy; nevertheless, they developed TLS on the third day after initiation of chemotherapy. 102 The second patient with Merkel cell carcinoma was an 86 year old female who had baseline elevation of LDH and developed TLS on the third day after initiation of chemotherapy. 110 The age of the patients with melanoma ranged from 35 years to 76 years with the mean age being 52.7 years. Five patients were males. [103] [104] [105] 108, 109 Some patients had baseline elevation of LDH, 103, 104, 106, 108, 109 uric acid and creatinine. 106 All cases of TLS were associated with some form of cancer targeted pharmacological treatment. TLS occurrence ranged from several hours to 4 days after initiation of treatment.
A summary of reported cases of TLS in patients with dermatological malignancies is presented in Supplementary Table 10 .
Tumor lysis syndrome in sarcomas
We identified four published reports of TLS among patients with sarcomas using the search algorithm described above.
111-114 One report actually described two patients, 114 thus, making the total number of reported patients of five. Also, it is important to note that we included one case of uterine leiomyosarcoma into the section of gynecological cancers, 54 and gastrointestinal stromal tumors into the section of gastrointestinal cancers. 92, 93 Age of the patients spanned from 9 years old to 66 years old with a mean age being 20.7 years old. There were three males and two females. All of the patients had evidence of advanced and metastatic disease. One patient was reported to have normal baseline laboratory values, 111 one had elevated baseline values of creatinine and phosphorus, 112 and another one had baseline values for elevated levels LDH. 113 Three cases were associated with preceding chemotherapy.
111-113 TLS occurred from 16 hours to 4 days after the initiation of chemotherapy. Two cases were claimed to represent spontaneous TLS. 114 Indeed, both patients had baseline elevation of uric acid and phosphorus. However, the phosphorus levels were not high enough to meet the criteria for pediatric TLS.
A summary of reported cases of TLS in patients with sarcomas is presented in Supplementary Table 11 .
Tumor lysis syndrome in miscellaneous malignancies
We identified eight published reports of TLS among patients with miscellaneous tumors using the search algorithm described above. 71, [114] [115] [116] [117] [118] [119] [120] [121] Thymoma comprised three of the cases. 115, 116, 120 One patient had metastatic thymoma, 116 whereas the other two had advanced non-metastatic thymoma. 115, 120 Two of the patients were males, aged 16 years, 116 and 33 years, 115 and one was a 40-year-old female. 120 One patient was reported to have baseline elevation of uric acid. 116 One case of TLS occurred on the next day after thoracotomy with multiple biopsies. 116 Two other cases of TLS were associated with prior chemotherapy and steroids, 115, 120 and both occurred 2 days after the imitation of therapy.
Two cases of TLS occurred in patients with poorly differentiated metastatic adenocarcinoma of unknown primary. 114, 118 One patient was a 50-year-old male, 114 and the second was a 59-year-old female. 118 It is important to note that one of these cases was actually the first reported case of TLS occurring in a patient with solid malignancy. 114 Both of these patients developed spontaneous TLS.
Pheochromocytoma with spontaneous TLS in an 80-year-old male, 71 a 53-year-old male with metastatic maxillary sinus squamous cell carcinoma with TLS precipitated by surgery and chemoradiation, 117 and a 33-year-old female with infantile hemangioma with TLS precipitated by propranolol therapy comprised one case each. 119 A summary of reported cases of TLS in patients with miscellaneous tumors is presented in Supplementary Table 12 . 
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Conclusions
TLS is a relatively rare event in patients with solid cancers. Nevertheless, clinicians should keep in mind that patients with solid tumors may develop this potentially deadly syndrome. Based on the current literature review it seems that patients with advanced and metastatic tumors may be at risk for TLS. Other potential risk factors might be the presence of elevated baseline creatinine and decreased renal function, elevated LDH, elevated phosphorus, elevated potassium and elevated uric acid. It is unclear whether liver metastasis represents an individual risk factor for the development of TLS or is a simply marker of advanced disease. Most of the times, TLS occurred in patients with solid cancers as a result of some form of cancer targeted therapy (radiation, chemotherapy or hormonal therapy) and even after biopsies. It is also essential to keep in mind that TLS can occur spontaneously in solid cancers. We propose an approach to the risk stratification for TLS prevention among patients with solid cancers, which is presented in Figure 1 . According to this algorithm it is reasonable to consider TLS prophylaxis in particular patient groups as presented in Figure 1 . We suggest that clinicians discuss the pros and cons of such prophylaxis with every patient.
